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Review of prohibitions regarding cooking 

Shehiya- Chazal forbade placing uncooked items on a fire before Shabbos and leaving them 

there after Shabbos begins, since one may come to mix the coals (raise the fire) to speed up 

the cooking process, thereby transgressing the prohibitions of Bishul and Havara.  

 

There are various categories of foods with regard to Shehiya, and a different Halacha 

pertaining to each of them.  

Foods that are not currently edible 

 These include: 

 foods cooked less than halfway or frozen foods may be placed on a heating element prior to 
Shabbos and left there only if the heating element is covered with a blech. 

 Foods that are cooked at least halfway, but will still benefit from additional cooking May be 
placed/left on a heating element prior to Shabbos, but the heating element should 
preferably be covered with a blech. 

 Foods that are completely cooked and will not benefit from additional cooking, and  were 
thoroughly heated before the onset of  Shabbos may be placed on a heating element prior to 
Shabbos without a blech. 
 

 

Chazara - Chazal prohibited placing or returning an item on/to an area used for cooking 

even to merely warm up the item on Shabbos, since it appears as if one is cooking. 

Additionally, one may come to mix the coals (thereby raising the fire; havarah) to speed up 

the warming process. 

  

In order to return a pot to a heating element without transgressing the prohibition of 

Chazara, five conditions must be met: 

1. There must be a blech covering the heating element. 

2. The pot must have been removed from the heating element with the intention to return it. 

3. The pot must remain in your hand.  

4. The food in the pot must still be warm.  

5. The food must be fully cooked. 
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Hatmana- Chazal prohibited insulating hot food by totally enwrapping or submerging it in a 

medium that either retains its heat or increases it, since one may come to insulate with 

coals, thereby transgressing havarah.  

 

There are two categories of “insulation”: 

1. Insulating in a manner that merely retains heat (bedavar sheaino mosif hevel). This is 

forbidden only on Shabbos itself. For example, it is forbidden to completely wrap a pot of 

hot soup in a towel/blanket after it has been removed from the heating element so that the 

contents remain hot. 

2. Insulating in a way that increases heat (bedavar hamosif hevel), such as insulating food that 

is on a heating element. This is forbidden, even on Erev Shabbos. For example, a pot of soup 

that is on a blech in preparation for the onset of Shabbos may not be completely wrapped in 

a towel/blanket on Friday afternoon,  since the insulation increases the heat being provided 

by the flame beneath the blech. 

 

 

Bishul- Cooking or changing the texture of an item through heat, or merely hastening the 

cooking process of any food that has not been fully cooked.  

 

 One may not leave any food that is not fully cooked in a situation where it will eventually get 

cooked, even if one plans to remove it before the cooking will occur. This action falls under 

the sub-category of Bishul called Gezeiras Hefsher  (thawing/warming).   

 One may not use a utensil to mix or remove some contents from a pot that is on a heating 

element even if it is fully cooked.  This action falls under the sub-category of Bishul called 

Hagasa, (stirring).  

 

 

Ma’aseh Shabbos- Chazal prohibited one to derive benefit on Shabbos from a Melocha that 

was transgressed on Shabbos.  

If one transgressed a prohibition without knowing it was prohibited on Shabbos or 

performed a forbidden act accidentally: 

1. If the transgression was an Issur d’Oraisa- One should not benefit from it on Shabbos.  

 

2. If the transgression was an Issur d’Rabanan- it is permissible to benefit from the food. 

 

Exceptions: If the transgression involved either shehiya, chazara, or hatmana, the foods are 

forbidden for whom they were intended to benefit (family or invited guests) on Shabbos, 

even though these prohibitions are Issurei D’Rabanan. 

 


